A heart
beating for
Food
Welcome to Ede!
One in 9 of our planet’s citizens still go to sleep hungry. Hard to imagine, isn’t it? While in the
West many of us deal with the dilemma of which diet to choose after a binge-filled holiday,
large numbers of our fellow humans still struggle daily to scrape together a meal. And the
question remains whether that meal supplies sufficient nutrients. How do we feed the world?
This is a problem we need to tackle together!
Our city has a strong relationship with food production, through tradition and innovation. Ede
is located in the heart of the FoodValley region, the leading international region for knowledge
and innovation in the domain of food production. FoodValley has always been a primary hub
in the development of expertise in healthy, sustainable food and food production. For the past
decades, people have flocked to Wageningen, Ede and Barneveld from all over the world for this
knowledge – just as you are doing today.
As a municipality we are striving to achieve healthy and sustainable food for everyone in Ede!
To this end, we developed an integrated food policy that puts our own Agrifood knowledge,
experience and entrepreneurship into practice. We envision a social and economically robust
Ede, through Food. A strong economy cannot exist without healthy and innovative inhabitants,
who take good care of themselves and our planet. A strong society is achieved only through a
healthy economy. Along with other governments, businesses and education we are working
together to tackle food challenges, by addressing them in their entirety.
In a few years, knowledge about nutrition and the experience of food will come together at
the World Food Center in Ede. There, visitors will see and experience where our food comes
from, how it is produced, processed, transported, and consumed. The World Food Center is
also a breeding ground where research institutes and the business community can try out new
developments and market applications. This is Ede: a place where theory is converted into
practice.
In Ede, our hearts beat FOR Food, and THANKS to Food. We strive for a future in which people
can enjoy safe, healthy food that is as sustainable as possible. That is why we are so proud to be
receiving you today.
I hope you enjoy exploring the many surprising things we do with food here. Let’s work together
on achieving food security for everyone!

René Verhulst
Mayor of Ede
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Ede: Where food
knowledge and innovation
are put into practice

World Food Center

Knowledge and innovation
Ede is located in the heart of Food Valley, the international top region
for knowledge and innovation in the field of food production. Food
Valley has always been the place where expertise in healthy, sustainable
food is developed. The axis between Ede and Wageningen is the hub in
developing this expertise. Beyond spatially, this axis also represents a
network of businesses, government, and research institutes in the field of
knowledge development, innovations and applications in relation to
agri-food.
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Outdoor area in transition
In the Food Valley, there is a particularly large
number of poultry, pig, and calf businesses.
While the number of companies is decreasing,
average business size is increasing. The
Food Valley is home to a lot of production
for the world market. In the last ten years,
the share of unique products that can be
found at local and national markets is on the
rise. More and more producers are adding
value and succeeding in getting paid for it.
Examples are Remeker Kaas, Vallei Varken,
and BioMeerwaarde ei. Farmers are looking
for more influence and a better position in
the food chain. Together, the agricultural
sector is making an effort to improve the
future of farmers and has anchored this in the
Manifesto of Salentein. Innovation, space for
diversity, connection with society, and space
for entrepreneurship are the four pillars of this
programme.
A great many businesses for farmers have also
emerged, including feed companies, barn
builders, and barn designers. These are often
parties that have customers all over the world,
are leaders in what they do, and continue to
innovate.
For decades, people from all over the world
have been coming to Wageningen, Ede, and
Barneveld to obtain knowledge at both the
scientific and applied level.
This year, Vallei Boert Bewust is celebrating
its first anniversary. Boert Bewust stands
for a movement of farmers who clearly
communicate how they work on several
sustainability themes within their company.
Transparency at its best. The movement is
now being introduced in other regions in the
Netherlands.

Outdoor area in
transition

In the Iron Age, farmers in this region learned
to handle the chapped moorlands by applying
crop rotation to small fields, also known
as Celtic fields. Now this is regarded as a
traditional way of agriculture, but back then, it
was particularly innovative. In Ede, innovation
is tradition.

The protein transition offers good
opportunities for entrepreneurs to reduce the
footprint of their animal production, to work
more circularly, and to start new business
models. Probably still in 2018, a protein
Expertise Centre will open its doors in the
region.
Along with the many animals in the region,
plenty of people live, work, and relax here
as well. It is remarkable that this is going so
well. In order to keep the living environment
healthy and enjoyable for everyone, parties
in the area are working together on a healthy
living environment. Practical work is carried
out to reduce livestock production-related
issues, such as fine-particle emissions from
barns.
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Fruitful
collaborations

Integral food policy
Ede is the first municipality in the Netherlands
with a comprehensive vision on food: healthy
and sustainable food for everyone. Combining
food knowledge and innovation, we are
strengthening our economy and society.
This calls for a comprehensive approach, in
which several parties and governments work
together on food challenges by approaching
them as a single system. One system in which
economy, health, and sustainability come
together.
In our policy, we encourage entrepreneurs to
develop themselves in the field of innovation
and sustainability. In order to stimulate a
short food chain, a network has been set up,
consisting of farmers and chain parties.

Integral food
policy

The most important aspects are knowledge
transfer, communication with inhabitants, and
identifying and resolving bottlenecks in the
local chains. In order to arrive at a sustainable
network, we are supporting initiatives of agrifood entrepreneurs in the region.
Regionally, nationally, and internationally,
Ede’s food policy is an example for other
cities. We are proud of the international Milan
Pact Award we received at the end of 2017
for the way that we utilise our food policy to
achieve a healthy residential, work, and living
environment.
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Fruitful collaborations
Knowledge and innovation developments in
the field of sustainable food production are
further fleshed out in the Food Valley. This
occurs, for example, during specific courses
such as the Food minor at the Christelijke
Hogeschool Ede, but also at the Ziekenhuis
Gelderse Vallei, the nutritional hospital of The
Netherlands. Ede is investing in the knowledge
and skills of new generations. Practical
research is taking place at large companies
like NIZO, Vika Food Ingredients, Essensor, and
FrieslandCampina. This year, the Global Food
Innovation Centre will set up shop in the area.
Start-ups are also finding their place here. Ede
is an ideal place for entrepreneurs.

In a few years, knowledge about nutrition and
the experience of food will come together in
the World Food Center (WFC). Here, visitors
will see and experience where our food
comes from, how it is produced, processed,
transported, and consumed. The WFC is also
a breeding ground for research institutes
and the business community to try out new
developments and market applications. That is
what happens in Ede: theory is converted into
practical results.
More information: www.edefoodstad.nl

Impression World Food center
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Cooperation
Boerenhart
A farmer’s heart: from farmer to plate
Regional products are becoming more popular. The catering sector also
wants to use locally grown products, but not all wholesalers carry regional
products. Cooperation Boerenhart (Dutch for Farmer’s Heart) therefore
supplies regional products directly from the farmer to catering businesses,
shops and bulk consumers.
Cooperation Boerenhart was founded in
2014 as a result of a unique cooperation
between a number of parties in the central
region Gelderse Vallei: local producers,
regional cooperative O-gen, Rabobank
Gelderse Vallei, the city of Ede and wholesale
food supplier Van der Wee Grootverbruik.
Boerenhart’s mission: a fair price for farmers
and appreciation of their fair and delicious
products.
Serious business plan
Founder and initiator Pieter Vink previously
worked for the Rabobank. Discussions with
farmers showed that they very much wanted
to cooperate in order to better sell their
beautiful products. This formed the foundation
for Boerenhart, which has a serious business
plan at its basis because it has to be profitable.
Vink now works full time at Boerenhart. The
cooperation keeps expanding which has an
impact on the local short food chains.
Between Harderwijk and Wageningen
Pieter Vink says: “We only focus on the
business market: catering industry, retail,
institutions, catering with local chefs and
business gifts. We make deliveries in the

Boerderij ‘t Paradijs Boerenhart
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area between Harderwijk and Wageningen.
Our customers are very pleased with our
customer-friendliness, the beautiful quality
and our sustainable concept. Because
the story works: do something for your
neighbourhood and know where your food
comes from.”

Easy for the farmer
Participating farmers bring their product
to Boerenhart. The cooperation takes care
of sales, contacts with customers and
transportation. For each product there is
only one supplier, so there is no competition.
Restaurants can now order almost all of their
fresh ingredients from Boerenhart. Customers
keep coming back to Boerenhart because
it has become just as competitive as other
parties and the quality of its products is of a
very high level.The ultimate goal is to improve
the position of the farmers. Another nice detail
is that Boerenhart invites its customers along
to visits to the farmers. When a chef sees
where his food comes from, he is convinced.

More information in Dutch:
www.boerenhart.nl

Baker Piet - Boerenhart

Ko Kalf - Boerenhart

Organic
farm De Hooilanden
Organic blaarkop cows produce delicious butter,
cheese and meat
Organic farm De Hooilanden is
situated right in the middle of the
beautiful area of the Bennekomse
Binnenveld. Farmers Lodewijk
and Floor Pool welcome a wide
audience, including customers, care
farm clients and business people.
Their cows produce milk, butter
and cheese.
Lodewijk and Floor Pool have built a beautiful
farmstead that is the perfect place for
meetings and workshops in the countryside.
De Hooilanden is also a care farm and offers a
safe environment for people in need of special
therapeutic care. They regularly organise
guided tours to give an insight into the
workings of the farm and to explain the vision
behind it.
It’s all about the cows
“Dairy farming is at the heart of our farm,”
says Lodewijk Pool. “Taking care of our cows
while working together with nature, is our key
challenge. Since 2004 we have been busy
changing the farm from a modern, large,
intensive dairy farm into a beautiful organic
business. Nature and personal care needs
have always been of central importance in this
transformation.”

A special breed of cow
Eighty beautiful blaarkop cows, a Dutch
rare cattle breed, graze the meadows of De
Hooilanden and are kept for their milk and
meat. They have a solid black or red body and
a white head with black or red circles around
the eyes. These are the blisters that give them
their name: ‘blaarkop’ means ‘blisterhead’.
They are a sustainable, slow-growing cattle
that produce delicious milk and excellent
meat.
Dairy products and meat
In 2013, De Hooilanden started making
the raw-milk Blaarkop butter and full-fat
Hooilander cheese. Customers can buy butter
and milk at the self-service farm shop. Cows
that are too old to give any milk are not sold
off; their meat is also sold at the farm. The
same can be said about the small group of
lively Bonte Bentheimer pigs that dispose of all
the organic waste on the farm: in the end they
will give a beautiful and tasty product too.
More information in Dutch:
www.dehooilanden.nl

Between town and nature
De Hooilanden is situated in a unique location,
with pastures covered in rare bluegrass on
one side and a densely urbanised area on
the other. It is the ideal location for organic
farming, keeping blaarkop cows and running
a care farm that offers help to residents from
surrounding towns.

Lodewijk Pool en Floor de Kanter De Hooilanden
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Hospital
Gelderse Vallei

Leading food hospital of the Netherlands
Hospital Gelderse Vallei is the
leading food hospital of the
Netherlands. The hospital ensures
that every patient receives the right
nutrition in the right measure and
at the right time.
Nutrition and physical exercise are building
blocks of the care provided at Hospital
Gelderse Vallei. The patients enjoy an
excellent meal service and good advice, based
on the latest insights from (the hospital’s own)
scientific research, because research shows
that patients recover faster through healthy
nutrition and sufficient exercise.

Patient and top athlete
How a patient recovers is very similar to
that of a (top) athlete. Eat2Move Centre
of Excellence is about the importance of
good nutrition and exercise for the physical
condition of people. The centre of excellence
investigates how optimal nutrition promotes
performance and recovery in (elite) sports
and care. In cooperation with companies,
the centre works on innovative services
and products. Hospital Gelderse Vallei also
participates in Eat2Move. Together they
investigate, for example, how nutrition helps
patients recover.
10

Wageningen University & Research
The hospital works together with the Human
Nutrition Department of Wageningen
University & Research. Together with care and
knowledge institutions, regional governments,
scientific research is conducted into nutrition,
disease and health under the heading ‘Alliance
Nutrition in Care’.
Meal on request
Hospital Gelderse Vallei has a unique meal
service: At Your Request. The patient can eat
whatever he wants, whenever he wants to.
The bedside cabinet contains a menu, tailored
to each patient. A meal, drink or snack is just a
phone call away. The meal is freshly made and
delivered within 45 minutes. Visitors can join
the patients for dinner.
Why a food hospital?
Hospitals have much to gain from good
nutrition. Approximately one in five patients
in the Netherlands is malnourished. This
does not necessarily mean that someone
is underweight. People with a good weight
and people who are overweight can be
malnourished as well if they do not get
enough healthy nutrients such as proteins
and vitamins. Malnourished patients often
spend longer in hospital, the efficacy of
treatments is more unlikely to be successful
and complications are more frequent. This is
particularly dangerous for vulnerable elderly
people, people who are chronically ill or
people who are undergoing serious surgery.

More information in Dutch:
www.geldersevallei.nl/patient/voeding-enbewegen

Experience the food
and service trends
of tomorrow
The food and hospitality industry
is in constant motion. At Food
Inspiration we help professionals in
this turbulent industry by inspiring
them with everything we do.
We strive to be relevant to all those curious
about the latest ideas in food from across
the globe, or those simply looking for the
hidden gems in their own backyard. We can
be found online through our digital magazine
and platform, or in person through events,
presentations, and trendtours.
We understand that time is precious, which
is why we present our inspiration in the
most striking way we can. We want to make
our readers hungry. Hungry for innovation
and for progress. Hungry for all those
mouthwatering dishes, stunning drinks, and
captivating designs. We make our visual mark
on everything we touch, and bring you the
food & service trends of tomorrow. Not just so
you can see them, but so you can experience
them, live them, and breathe them like we do.
Examples of our work include our monthly
digital magazine in Dutch, as well as eight

international English language editions
annually. We organize events liked Food
Unplugged, a love letter to local food
and sustainable food production, and the
Food Inspiration Days, an almost theatrical
two days filled with the most inspiring
international speakers in the world of food.
At our events we try our very best to bring
the beautiful world of food to our guests.
To inspire them with the hidden gems and
dazzle them with the unfamiliar. We put
the spotlight on the farmers, producers,
entrepreneurs, and chefs that bring
something unique to the table.
We also have our own network of food
professionals called the Food Inspiration
Pioneers.
As the name suggests, the Pioneers are a
likeminded group of professionals driven
to make a difference with their work.
Several times a year we organize events
or tours for them to learn, enjoy, and stay
inspired.
Food Inspiration is also a member of the
Google Food Lab, a think tank initiated by
Google with the mission to effect change
in the global food system and lead us into
a more sustainable and hunger-free future.
More information:
www.foodinspiration.com
Link to magazine:
www.foodinspirationmagazine.com/
en_US/7430/103852/cover.html
Picture by Floris Heuer

Food
Inspiration
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SmaakPark
Theme park for food lovers
A visit to SmaakPark will be
a culinary expedition where
everything revolves around
responsible food. The theme park
will be like a permanent food
festival for anyone who wants to eat
tasty, healthy and responsible food.
But already now, there is plenty to
taste in a cooking studio and dining
area.
Christian Weij and Petra Busser, from food
design agency Puur-e, share a passion for
tasty, honest and healthy food. Weij is a
sustainable food designer and author of
Verrot Lekker (‘Deliciously rotten’), a cookery
book on fermented food. Busser is a food
coach and diabetes nurse. Together they have
written cookery books and organised pop-up
dinners. Now they are setting up SmaakPark.
Local cooperation
Christian: “In the park we want to inspire our
visitors to look at their food with new eyes.
We are joining forces with local producers,
resource centres, local authorities, schools
and small food entrepreneurs from Regio
FoodValley, a cooperative initiative of eight
towns in the area. There is room for anyone
who is working with sustainable and healthy
food: to think up a new product, produce it,
have it sampled and sell it.”
12

Special products
The yet to be realised SmaakPark will be a
culinary experience for people of all ages.
Quinces, sourdough bread, escargots, parsnip,
free-range goats, grasshoppers, sauerkraut
matured in wooden barrels, beer, animalfriendly hamburgers and artisan cheeses:
these are just random examples of the
products that visitors of the park can learn
about and, of course, taste!
Plenty to taste
The Food Hall houses a cooking studio
but there will also be room for other food
entrepreneurs to sell their products. The place
will breathe the atmosphere of a food truck
festival with varying participants. From early
morning till late in the evening, visitors can
enjoy breakfast, lunch, dinner, a drink, coffee,
tea and other treats.
Part of SmaakPark already ready
The park will be located in and around an old
sports hall on the grounds of a former army
barracks in Ede. Together with the city of Ede,
architects, landscape architects and an estate
agent, an extensive plan has been elaborated
for this location in the past three years.
Currently the city of Ede is changing its town
planning so that all ideas can be realised. But
already now, you can visit SmaakPark: part of
the building has already been converted into a
cooking studio and dining area.
More information in Dutch:
www.smaakpark.nl

Taste of
Van Gogh
‘Taste of Van Gogh’
encourages chefs to buy
locally
The Kröller-Müller Museum in
Otterlo/Ede houses the second
largest collection of Van Gogh
paintings in the world. Those
paintings have inspired three chefs
in Ede to create the label ‘Taste
of Van Gogh’, which comprises
four different flavour profiles.
Restaurants using one of these
profiles with local ingredients, may
use the label ‘Taste of Van Gogh’.

aan de Kook. “I asked myself how I could link
Vincent van Gogh’s work to mine.” According
to chef Remco Woutersen from restaurant
Het Pomphuis there is no limit to creativity.
“You can translate your own creativity into a
painting on a plate.” Natalie Veldhuis from De
Waldhoorn in Otterlo adds: “We try to use as
many local ingredients as possible: wine from
a local vineyard, meat and vegetables from the
butcher’s and greengrocer’s in the area.”
The city of Ede awards the title ‘Taste of
Van Gogh dish or product’ to people and
companies that adopt the Van Gogh Taste
Profiles and use local ingredients in the
preparation of their dishes and products.

In the Taste of Van Gogh, culture, good food
and nature all come together. As a young boy
Van Gogh already nurtured a deep love for the
countryside and for nature. To find subjects
for his paintings he preferred to search ’in
the heart of the common people’, among
peasants and labourers. Van Gogh’s art reflects
his love of his rural surroundings, of simplicity
and crafts: it shows simple still lifes, farmers
and their wives at work, and vast landscapes.

Local ingredients
For every season of the year, restaurants
can use one of the taste profiles to create
authentic Van Gogh menus. Local producers
are joining in as well and make fruit juices,
biscuits, chocolate and beer. Open-air
restaurant De Smaak van Van Gogh – located
in the gardens of the Kröller-Müller Museum
– also implements the Tastes of Van Gogh
philosophy in all of its dishes.

By combining the essence of his work with the
DNA of Ede and its region, the city of Ede gave
birth to the label ‘Taste of Van Gogh’ in 2015.
With this citymarketing initiative, the town puts
itself on the map as an experimental garden
for culinary tourism: Ede as the Food Capital
and epicentre of art and nature.

More information:
www.krollermuller.nl

Taste profiles
The Taste of Van Gogh consists of flavour
profiles that help create a Van Gogh dish or
product and were put together by four local
chefs. “I looked at Van Gogh’s paintings as a
source of inspiration for my food,” says Stefan
van der Meeren from cooking studio Ede

Vincent van Gogh,
De Zaaier, oilpainting, 1888.
Kröller-Müller Museum.
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Bionext
Bionext puts organic on the map

Bionext promotes the interests of
organic farming and food. They
have been doing so from the World
Food Center in Ede since 2018.
Bionext has a mission: to connect
the organic chain from farmer to
consumer. In January 2018, the
interest group for the organic
sector was the first to establish
itself in the World Food Center
in Ede. What attracted them was
the beautiful space and the future
collaboration with other food
companies.

Translation: We promote organic food
From seed to steak
Bionext has been working with all kinds of
parties for years to promote the importance
of organic food. “The whole method of
working organically is aimed at production
in connection with nature. Working without
poison, preventing plants and animals from
getting sick. All this ensures healthier food and
better products. Organic food is monitored
from beginning to end: from seed to steak. If it
carries the European organic label, you can be
sure that animals, plants and surroundings are
treated well”, says Miriam van Bree, manager
Knowledge and Information at Bionext.
14

Starting at the demand side
A larger market for organic products starts at
the demand side. That’s why Bionext explains
what organic stands for. It also raises the
profile of the organic label and tries to make
it easy for people to buy organic products.
One of the best-known activities, for example,
is the annual open weekend ‘Lekker naar
de BioBoer’, when consumers can visit the
organic farmer.
Supporting newcomers
Bionext supports farmers who want to convert
or start with organic farming. It also links
farmers to market parties. Bionext participates
in consultations with the government, trade,
supermarkets and consumer organisations to
promote the interests of the organic farmers,
processors and shops. This does not only
concern organic legislation, but also subjects
such as biodiversity, sustainable agriculture or
animal welfare.
If there are collective issues, such as the
current phosphate legislation, Bionext uses
its contacts in Parliament. Together with a
number of organic companies, Bionext has
ensured that agricultural schools pay more
attention to organic production methods,
and has also set up the Bio-Academy for
entrepeneurs and employees to keep their
knowledge and skills up to date.
More information in Dutch:
www.bionext.nl

Cheese farm
Brandrood
A unique cheese from a unique breed of cow:
Brandrood
Cheese farm Brandrood produces
organic cheese from a unique breed
of cow: Brandrood. It is a special,
Gruyère-style farmhouse cheese
with a natural rind.
Husband and wife Arjan and Karina Schermer
have been running cheese farm Brandrood –
situated on the beautiful rural estate Kernhem
in Ede – since October 2016. They had been
toying with the idea of starting a farm for
some time, preferably with goats of a rare
breed. But then someone told them about
cheese farm Brandrood. Its founder, Michiel
Cassuto, was looking for someone to take
over the farm. They had to get used to the
idea that they were going to milk cows, not
goats. But the rare breed brandrood suited
them, and now they have been won over:
brandrood cows are robust animals with a
pleasant character.
Beef and dairy cattle
The couple love the way their farm is
organised: a compact business with twenty
roodbrand cows and pastures surrounding
their monumental farm Engelenhove, right
in the middle of the traditional, rural region
of the Doesburger Eng. Arjan Schermer:
“Brandrood is an old and rare breed that is
kept for two reasons: for their milk and their
meat. They do not give a lot of milk, but it is
not quantity we’re after. What counts is the
unique, Gruyère-style farmhouse cheese we
make from it.”
Fast learners
By now, they have learned how to handle the
cows and how to make Brandrood cheese.
For the preparation, a special process has
to be followed. The cheese is made at
a higher temperature and with a special
starter culture. During the ripening process,
the cheese is stored on pine shelves at a
temperature of 10 degrees Celsius and it is

Arjan and Karina Schermer - Brandrood

turned and washed with salted water every
other day, which, together with a red mould,
gives it a natural rind and extra flavour. The
method of preparation is traditional and
labour-intensive, but gives a unique flavour
to the cheese. The Schermer family sells
some of the cheese in their own little farm
shop, but most of it ends up on the shelves
of wholefoods shops and specialist cheese
shops. It is important to them to maintain
direct contact with the shopkeepers so that
they can pass on the story of the cheese and
farm to their customers. Wholesale cheese
supplier Vandersterre Groep is also selling the
Brandrood cheese.
Modest plans
The farm is successful as it is, but they want
to add their personal touch to it, adding, for
example, even more herbs and flowers to
the grass. The richer the grass, the richer the
cheese. Also, since 2017 they have decided
to leave some calves with their mother. And
to reduce their carbon footprint, they are
planning to place solar panels on the roof.
More information in Dutch:
www.brandroodkaas.nl
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Cheese making
cooperative Hollandsche
Meesters (Dutch Masters)
‘Hollandsche Meesters’ makes raw-milk cheeses with
milk from your own farm
Can you think of anything more
beautiful than cheese made from
your own milk? Cheese making
cooperative Hollandsche Meesters
makes farmers’ wishes come true.
For every farmer that has joined the cheese
making cooperative Hollandsche Meesters
(Dutch Masters), Hans Boot creates a personal
cheese. Every farm, every breed of cow,
produces a different kind of milk, with a
different flavour. In bigger dairy factories all
milk is mixed and disappears into anonymity,
“a terrible shame” according to Boot. At
Hollandsche Meesters they give farm milk its
own identity, creating a raw-milk cheese that
is packed with flavour and character: exactly
the kind of cheese the customer wants.
A better price
Boot started making cheese for dairy farmers
like De Hooilanden, an organic farm with
Blaarkop cows, run by Lodewijk and Floor
Pool. The small cheesemaking business

that Boot set up at their farm soon outgrew
itself. Also, the Pool family needed the space
for making butter. Now, a new space has been
found on a former dairy farm in the small town of
Achterberg.
The cheese maker mostly caters to dairy farmers
in the local area but is attracting more and more
customers from the rest of the country as well.
Because of the cooperative, farmers that don’t
have their own cheese making facilities can still
have their own cheese and, at the same time,
receive more money for their milk.
Meester Affineurs
Jan and Carola van Ruiswijk from Bennekom
have recently joined the cooperative. Hans Boot:
“We make a Gouda type cheese for them that
they sell alongside their milk vending machine.
Because their cows are not purebreds, their
cheese does not carry the label Meester Affineurs.
Only cheeses made from organic milk form purebred animals have the right to carry this special
mark of quality. These cheeses are also set apart
by their natural rind.”
Cheeses from Meester Affineurs are sold at
specialist cheese shops and at delicatessens
and are served in restaurants. Cheeses without
the quality mark are sold by the dairy farmers
themselves, in farm shops and at farmers’
markets. Some farmers visit specialty shops and
restaurants in order to promote their cheese, and,
more often find out that selling locally produced
cheese is surprisingly easy. Because restaurants
and their guests also greatly appreciate cheese
coming straight from the village farmer!
More information in Dutch:
www.hollandsche-meesters.eu/
Hans Boot - Hollandsche Meesters
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World Food Center
Living, working and experiencing
The World Food Center, which
is being developed next to EdeWageningen train station, will be a
place where visitors, residents and
entrepreneurs in the food industry
all come together.
The World Food Center (WFC) is being
developed in the Food Valley in Ede, right
next to Ede-Wageningen train station. It will
be a place to live and work. At its heart lies
the grand WFC Experience, where people can
hear, see, smell, feel and of course taste where
our food comes from! The WFC will be a
place for visitors, residents and entrepreneurs
to meet. An international place where
companies, educational institutions, public
officials and consumers share knowledge with
each other. The first food companies have
already established themselves at the WFC
site.
Why a WFC?
The Netherlands is one of the most productive
food regions in the world. As world leader in
agrifood, our country has an important role in
feeding a rapidly-growing world population.
Companies, governments and knowledge
institutions such as Wageningen University
& Research can work together in the World
Food Center and take up this major challenge.
Public attraction
The WFC Experience will be a major public
attraction. Visitors, young and old, can
experience in a special building how food

is produced, processed, transported and
consumed. Important themes in this respect are
health and sustainability. From 2021 onwards,
the WFC expects 350,000 visitors annually in
its futuristic theatre with 3D projections and
holograms. It is the place where consumers,
food professionals, knowledge institutions and
agrifood companies meet. Currently, the WFC
is working hard on drawing up the plans for the
WFC Experience together with food companies
such as DSM, Albert Heijn, Scelta Mushrooms,
FrieslandCampina, Nestlé, KeyGene and the
Rabobank.
Research and business
The WFC also offers visitors an opportunity to
work together with scientists on healthy and
sustainable food. Six universities (Amsterdam,
Groningen, Maastricht, Nijmegen, Utrecht and
Wageningen) are setting up a joint research
programme. In addition to the companies
participating in the WFC Experience, other
important players in the field of agrifood are
being approached to work together on the
interpretation of the WFC.
Partners
The WFC is an initiative of the municipality of
Ede, the province of Gelderland, Wageningen
University & Research, Stichting World Food
Centers and WFC Development B.V. (a
partnership between Green Real Estate B.V. and
Van Wijnen Groep N.V).
More information:
www.worldfoodcenters.com/
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Vealfarm Beekzicht,
SIEPLO Feeding Systems
and Denkavit Feed
Veal farming – what makes a small country great
Where there is milking, there are
calves. If not, the cows would
not produce milk. The bull calves
go to veal farms like Vealfarm
Beekzicht. It is companies like
Beekzicht, SIEPLO Feeding Systems
and Denkavit Feed that show that
veal farming is a highly innovative
sector.

Dairy produce and calves
The Netherlands is known for its dairy. To
maintain a constant level of milk production,
approximately 1.6 million dairy cows have
one calf a year. The female calves (heifers)
are reared to become dairy cows themselves.
The bull calves are transported to veal farms
where they are fattened until they are ready
for slaughter. Also, some 0.8 million calves
– most of them German – are imported
for fattening. The Dutch veal sector is very
professional and internationally oriented: a
major part of the meat production is intended
for export.
Veal farm Beekzicht
One of the Dutch veal farms is Vealfarm
Beekzicht, where calves are processed into a
beautiful veal product in an innovative way.
To guarantee a piece of the most delicious,
sustainable veal, the calves are kept in a
bright, spacious and comfortable stable with
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lots of fresh air. Beekzicht has five lines of
business: they design calf stables, build stable
equipment, produce precast concrete walling
units, sell veal and have their own testing
facilities. All these activities are carried out in
close cooperation with suppliers of calf feed
and feeding systems.
More information in Dutch:
www.gvanbeekenzn.nl
SIEPLO Feeding Systems
Innovation-minded veal farmers often
chose feeding systems from SIEPLO and
Kalverhouderij Beekzicht is one of them.
Factors like feed structure, accuracy of
dosage and number of feeding times are all of
crucial importance. They have a direct impact
on the growth and health – and therefore
performance – of the animals. SIEPLO
strongly believes that return always is the sum
of efficiency and quality. Their machines prove
they are right.
More information in Dutch:
www.sieplo.nl
Denkavit Feed and Innovation
Vealfarm Beekzicht purchases its feed from
Denkavit. With over 60 years of experience,
Denkavit is the expert in young animal
nutrition. It has its own R&D facilities and a
long experience in calf milk and calf feed. The
company has a clear vision on how to improve
health in calves and is convinced better
health contributes to lower use of antibiotics.
Their principles: high-quality, advanced and
sustainable raw materials, controllable quality
and traceable resources. Denkavit leads the
European market in calf feed.
More information:
www.denkavit.com

Poultry Expertise Centre
Poultry Expertise Centre promotes innovation
In the Poultry Expertise Centre
government bodies, researchers
and entrepreneurs work together
to establish a flourishing poultry
sector. Components are the Poultry
Innovation Lab and the widely
supported Centre for Emission
Reduction Livestock.

Poultry Innovation Lab
A striking activity of the PEC is the Poultry
Innovation Lab (PIL), a living lab project of the
FoodValley Region on the site of Aeres Vocational
College Barneveld. A number of parties from the
sector and the region are collaborating on this
project. The lab consists of a poultry house and
a business centre (visitor rooms and information
centre), where there is room for practical training,
research and transfer of knowledge. Activities
Combining and distributing knowledge
are organised for poultry industry professionals,
In the Poultry Expertise Centre (PEC) companies, poultry education and international professionals.
government bodies and knowledge institutions
from the poultry sector work together. The
The Poulty Innovation Lab literally brings
centre combines expertise in education,
knowledge and innovation under one roof. The
research and business and uses it to train
poultry house offers space to try out new stable
students, entrepreneurs and employees in
equipment, but it is also possible to experiment
the poultry industry (both nationally and
with lighting, climate, food and housing.
internationally). This can be a full course, but
Important themes of the Lab are health and
also a preliminary, refresher or continuing
animal welfare, food safety and food security,
course. It is an international knowledge and
and sustainable systems. There are two units in
training centre of and for the poultry sector,
the house, one for 1,000 broilers and another for
which is keen to respond to the demands of the 1,000 laying hens.
business community.
One of the companies actively involved in PIL
is Jansen Poultry Equipment. Once founded as
More information:
a producer of the first automatic laying nests,
www.poultryexpertisecentre.com
they are now a global player. The PIL offers them
a beautiful breeding place for the continual
development of innovative poultry housing.
More information JPE: www.jpe.org
Centre for Emission Reduction Livestock
Another important part of the PEC is the Centre
for Emission Reduction Livestock. This centre
tests feasible and affordable techniques to
reduce particulate matter in the poultry industry
in collaboration with livestock farmers in the
FoodValley Region. In addition to the innovation
branch the Centre will also open a knowledge
desk where business advisors, livestock farmers
and civil servants can obtain independent
information. The Centre is a partnership between
provinces, various municipalities, the FoodValley
Region, knowledge institutions and farmers’
organisations.
More information Emission Reduction Livestock:
www.praktijkcentrumemissiereductie.nl
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Remeker cheese
The secret of an incredibly tasty cheese
Remeker has been one of the best and tastiest Dutch cheeses for years.
The cheese has a creamy and full, yet fresh and fruity flavour. Its secret?
Not doing anything! No artificial fertiliser, no feed concentrates, no
antibiotics, no dehorning. At the same time, there is always room for
introducing innovations and creating new products like cheese with a
natural rind.

Jan Dirk van de Voort - Remeker Cheese
Healthy soil as a basis
Irene and Jan Dirk van de Voort try to run their
cheese farm De Groote Voort in Lunteren as
naturally as possible. They are organic farmers
that like to take organic farming one step
further. Grass, clover and herbs are growing in
the farm’s 16 meadows (measuring 125 acres
in total). The clover fixes nitrogen from the
air, allowing the grass to grow well without
having to use artificial fertiliser. A variety of
herbs provides minerals and, at the same time,
works as a natural medicine for the cows.
Succulent grass silage
The small, mocha-coloured Jersey cows,
which have been allowed to keep their horns,
are out at pasture the entire grazing season
and feed themselves purely with fresh grass
and herbs. In the winter period, they are not
given any feed concentrates – instead, their
diet is supplemented with oats, rye, barley
and grains. These are freshly crushed every
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morning so that the animals can benefit
optimally from the enzymes in the grains. This
special diet and an open stable that gives free
access to the meadows, strongly contribute to
the health of the Jersey cows. Partly because
of this, Remeker has not used any antibiotics
since 2004.
Calves not separated from mother
“Then, after a couple of years, we stopped
deworming the animals,” says Jan Dirk van
de Voort. “This was possible because we
supplemented their food with natural herbs.
And to give our new born calves a good start
in life, we allow them to suckle their own
mother for three weeks. We are convinced –
and know from personal experience – that
a natural approach always maximises the
resistance of our animals.”
Natural rind
The Van de Voort family prefers the same,
natural approach when it comes to making
cheese. Jersey cows produce milk with a
higher protein content that is very suitable
for making cheese. It also gives the cheese a
salty flavour, even though it contains less salt.
Of course they make their cheeses using raw
milk. They have also switched from a waxed
(plastic) rind to a natural rind – based on
home-produced ghee – that they developed
with the help of Wageningen University.
Research by Associate Professor Kasper
Hettinga has shown that cheese with a natural
rind has a more complex aromatic profile than
factory and farmhouse cheeses with artificial
coatings. It will come as no surprise that all
Remeker cheeses, from the young Remeker
Pril (2 -3 months) to the extra mature Remeker
Pracht (18 months), are winning prices on a
regular basis.
More information:
www.remeker.nl

Care farm Makandra and
country estate Kernhem
Makandra: varied care on the beautiful country
estate of Kernhem
Makandra is a care farm, on the
beautiful country estate of Kernhem
on the northern edge of Ede. The
clients of all kinds of target groups
take care of animals and help
with the cultivation of fruit and
vegetables. The products are for
sale in the farm shop.
Makandra, Surinamese for ‘with each other’, is
a farm of over 300 years old which lies on the
outskirts of Ede on the Kernhem Estate. The
farm is one of the larger ones of the estate.
The complex has five authentic buildings, an
open barn, a henhouse, and a greenhouse.
There are vegetable, herb, flower and berry
gardens, a vegetable greenhouse, an orchard
and a mushroom cultivation wood. Laying
hens and calves can also be found on the
estate. The lovingly grown and processed
products are sold in the farm shop.
Target group mix
Makandra consciously chooses for a mixed
target group. For example, people with
intellectual disabilities or mental health
problems work here as well as people with
acquired brain injury (ABI) or trauma. Various
target groups can be constructive in this
sheltered living and working environment.
Safety and respect constitute the basis from
which further growth is possible. The daily
structure provides the client with comfort
and a feeling of usefulness. We also offer
opportunities for training and reintegration
programmes. Makandra is part of healthcare
organisation ’s Heeren Loo.
More information in Dutch:
www.stichtingmakandra-ede.nl
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Eco Fields:
beautiful organic veal
Founded in 2006, Eco Fields has
grown into a flourishing business
that rears calves coming from
organic dairy farms in the region.
But Eco Fields is not only a veal
farm, it also has a butchery, a
vineyard and a reception area for
tastings and demonstrations.
Eco Fields is located in Wekerom, in the
Veluwe region, and is named after the socalled ‘celtic fields’, an ancient arable farming
system a stone’s throw away from the farm.
Eco Fields works in close partnership with
nature organisation Geldersch Landschap to
protect this piece of cultural heritage. Crops
that are grown on these fields are used in
cattle feed and, in turn, the manure from the
calves is used on the fields.

The butchery is energy-efficient and uses heat
exchangers and solar panels.
All raw and other materials are of organic
origin, everything is focused on sustainability
and targeted at the conscious consumer.
The less prime cuts of veal end up in organic
snacks like the typically Dutch frikandel and
croquette, which are very popular with,
amongst others, the visitors of the Netherlands
Open Air Museum.
Free-range calves
The first twelve weeks, the calves – coming
from regional dairy farmers – stay at the
Barneveld location. After that, they stay at the
farm in Wekerom for another eight months
and are fed a varied diet. Because the calves
spend time outside every day, they have more
freedom of movement. In addition, the big
deep litter barn provides more tranquillity and
space and thus reduces competition between
animals, which strongly promotes their
well-being. Because of the pasturing and the
deep litter barns, organic farms show a lower
incidence of metabolic, leg and hoof diseases.
The calves are fed a natural diet of grasses,
maize, barley and peas, all of which are grown
without chemical pesticides and artificial
fertiliser. All of these factors improve the
health of the calves, minimising the need for
antibiotics.

The butchery
Because few modern butchers have the time
and space to mature the meat, Eco Fields
decided to take on this process themselves.
In their modern butchery/cuttery maturing
processes are one of the factors that give the
organic meat its exclusive and full flavour. Veal
and lamb are boned, cut, divided, portioned
and made into sausages.
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Groups welcome
To cater for groups, the historic thatched barn
has been renovated in style and now functions
as a reception and demonstration area which
includes a modern kitchen. On appointment,
the area can be used for the direct sale of
meat and wine, tastings, presentations, guided
tours or demonstrations.
More information in Dutch:
www.ecofields.com
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